Institutional Board bylaws
Revised and ratified by the institutional board June 20, 2016

1. Duties
1.1 The institutional board (IB) sets operating policies for the collaboration.
1.2 The IB will ratify the collaboration by-laws and its own by-laws.
1.3 The IB will appoint a Nominating Committee of nine members of the collaboration (reflecting the regional composition of the collaboration) who will be
responsible for nominating individuals to stand for election as Spokesperson.
1.4 The IB will develop a policy on admission of new members to the collaboration.
1.5 The IB will develop a policy on the rights of current and former members of the
collaboration.
1.6 The IB will develop a policy on authorship of physics and instrumental publications.
1.7 The IB will develop a policy on public distribution of collaboration physics
results.
1.8 The IB will elect the chair of the Speakers committee, and will vote upon members nominated by the IB Chair.
1.9 The IB will appoint ad hoc committees upon the request of the Spokesperson
or IB Chair, or upon a vote of the IB. These committees will report to the IB.
1.10 The IB will ratify decisions (such as technology choices) that are made by ad
hoc committees formed by the Executive Board.
1.11 The IB will gather commentary from the collaboration members regarding conditions at the KEK laboratory. The IB chair will forward such commentary to
the KEK management as he/she sees fit.
2. Members
2.1 The IB consists of representatives of those collaborating institutions having at
least one faculty and/or permanent staff member.
2.2 Each institution chooses one representative to sit on the IB for an indefinite
term.
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2.3 The Spokesperson, Financial Officer, and the Project Manager are ex officio
voting members of the IB, but are not the representative of their respective
institutions.
2.4 If necessary, an IB representative can be removed from his/her position by a
two-thirds majority of the full IB, upon which the institution will appoint a new
representative according to 2.2.
3. Organization
3.1 The IB representatives elect the Chair from among themselves. Neither the
Spokesperson, Financial Officer, nor the Project Manager can serve as the Chair
or Deputy Chair.
3.2 The elected person will serve a two year term, one year as Deputy Chair, followed
by one year as Chair, non-renewable.
3.3 If the Chair is unable to complete their term, the Deputy becomes Chair for
the remainder of that term, plus their own one year term. An election for a
new Deputy is held. If the Deputy is unable to complete their term, an election
is held for a new Deputy, who will serve a shortened term as Deputy before
becoming Chair.
3.4 The Chair will distribute an agenda at least one week prior to regularly scheduled
meetings, and will chair these meetings.
3.5 In the Chair’s absence, the Deputy will chair the IB meeting.
3.6 To elect a new Chair, the IB will appoint a Nominating Committee of three
IB members (reflecting the regional composition of the collaboration) who will
be responsible for nominating individuals to stand for election as the IB Chair.
The Nominating Committee will be given its charge at least three months before
the end of the term of the current IB Chair. The IB Chair is elected in a vote
by IB members. The ballot will be organized by the Deputy Chair.
4. Meetings
4.1 The IB will have regularly scheduled meetings to coincide with the collaboration’s general meetings.
4.2 The IB chair may invite visitors to an IB meeting where their presence is deemed
necessary.
4.3 The IB chair may call for additional IB meetings as needed.
4.4 Between regularly scheduled meetings, the IB chair may call for an electronic
ballot on any matter of urgency.
4.5 The IB deputy Chair will maintain minutes of all meetings and will record the
results of all votes. If the IB deputy Chair is absent for a given meeting, the IB
chair will choose a one-time replacement.
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5. Voting
5.1 A quorum consists of a majority of the IB membership. No votes can be taken
at a regularly scheduled meeting without a quorum.
5.2 Each IB representative votes on his/her institution’s behalf at regularly scheduled IB meetings and in any online ballots.
5.3 If an IB representative is unable to attend an IB meeting, he/she may designate
a substitute representative from his/her institution.
5.4 If an IB representative is unable to attend an IB meeting and does not designate
a substitute representative, he/she may give his/her proxy to vote to another
sitting IB member by informing the IB chair.
5.5 Admission of new collaborating institutions and/or new faculty and/or permanent staff members requires a two-thirds majority of the IB members present at
the meeting and publication of the admission petition documents in the agenda
before the meeting. Such votes cannot be done by electronic ballot.
5.6 Amendment of the IB bylaws requires a two-thirds majority of the IB members
present at the meeting and publication of the old and new wording, as applicable,
in the agenda before the meeting. Such votes cannot be done by electronic ballot.
5.7 Any other matters will be decided by a simple majority of the IB members
present at the general meeting, or a simple majority of the full IB membership
during an electronic ballot.
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